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Abstract8

The developed reduced-order model (ROM) of the R744 two-phase ejector was presented in this paper. The proper9

orthogonal decomposition (POD) model was employed together with the radial basis function (RBF) to evaluate10

the ejector performance at the motive nozzle operating regime from 70 bar to 100 bar. The proposed model was11

built based on the full CFD model of the R744 two-phase ejector with homogeneous equilibrium flow assumption.12

The validation procedure was performed to evaluate the ejector nozzles mass flow rate discrepancies of ROM com-13

pared to the CFD results and experimental data. In addition, the accuracy analysis of the ROM flow field results14

compared to the CFD results was performed. The validation process based on the CFD results and experimental15

data indicated the high accuracy of ROM for both nozzles mass flow rate within ±10% for most of the investigated16

operating points. Hence, the high accuracy of the computed mass flow rates allows ROM implementation into17

the dynamic simulations of the refrigeration system to evaluate the ejector performance at given operating points18

with negligible time effort.19

Keywords: carbon dioxide, refrigeration system, two-phase ejector, reduced-order model, ejector-based system,20
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1. Introduction22

The recent restrictive legal regulations for environmental protection led to the design of modern compara-23

tive refrigeration systems that use natural refrigerants [1]. Carbon dioxide (denoted as R744) has been applied in24

vapour compression refrigeration for over 130 years, and it is classified as a non-toxic and non-flammable fluid25

with a low global warming potential index (GWP) of 1 and ozone depletion potential index of 0 [2]. However,26

the typical R744 direct expansion systems are characterised by relatively high thermodynamic losses in the high-27

pressure expansion valve, which is the primary motivation to search for system energy performance improvement28

[3]. Modern CO2 refrigeration systems possess an additional liquid receiver to decrease the pressure ratio of the29

high-pressure expansion valve and the saturated flash gas from the receiver is either expanded to the medium-30

temperature evaporator pressure level or directly compressed to the high-pressure gas cooler pressure level by an31

additional compressor [4, 5]. However, there is still a considerable potential to improve the energy performance32

of such refrigeration systems. One of the solutions is the use of the two-phase ejector either as a main expansion33

device instead of the high-pressure expansion valve [6], or as a liquid ejector to recirculate the liquid refrigerant in34

the flooded evaporator [7].35
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The two-phase ejector is a device without moving parts that contains a converging-diverging inlet nozzle for36

high-pressure streams, a suction inlet for low-pressure streams, the mixing section and outlet diffuser [8]. The37

primary aim of the ejector operation is to expand the motive nozzle fluid, entrain the suction nozzle flow, and38

compress the mixed flow to the intermediate-pressure level. Therefore, the implementation of the well-designed39

two-phase ejector as an expansion device in the R744 refrigeration system recovered potential work and improved40

the system performance by the compression of the entrained medium-temperature refrigerant to the intermediate41

pressure-level without additional energy consumption [6].42

An improvement of the R744 ejector-based refrigeration system over the standard direct expansion system or43

booster system was reported in many papers that were reviewed in [9]. The authors stated that the coefficient of44

performance (COP) improvement of the R744 transcritical ejector-based system was in the range of 6% to 55%45

for thermodynamic analyses and from 7% to 20% for experimental investigations. The CO2 refrigeration systems46

with ejector-expansion devices were applied and installed in either cold climates, such as Scandinavia, or warm47

climates, such as Italy, for supermarket applications [10, 11].48

The dynamic change of the operating conditions in the supermarket applications due to the annual demand49

of the air conditioning load, cooling load, and heat-pump load required the modification of the R744 ejector-50

based system to obtain high performance under different ejector capacity. Hence, the multi-ejector concept for51

CO2 supermarket refrigeration systems was proposed by Hafner et al. [10]. The authors stated that the high-side52

pressure was able to be controlled by the non-continuously standard ejectors with different motive nozzle cross-53

sectional area relative to the ambient temperature and load requirements. The investigation was performed on54

the object-oriented dynamic simulations for three European cities located in different climate zones. Moreover,55

the climate annual data were taken from the external meteorological databases. According to Hafner et al. [10],56

the COP improvement of the R744 multi-ejector refrigeration system was obtained for nearly all operating condi-57

tions in each climate zone, especially for the Mediterranean region in the summer season up to 17%. Apart from58

the multi-ejector concept, integration of the adjustable ejector with the CO2 refrigeration system let the system59

performance improve due to the highly efficient work of the ejector at various operating conditions and cooling60

capacity [12]. Liu et al. [12] stated that the improvement of the R744 air conditioning system equipped with the61

controllable ejector was 36% compared to the conventional system with the expansion valve.62

The multi-ejector module concept was experimentally validated by Banasiak et al. [13]. The development and63

performance mapping of prototype parallel ejectors were performed for typical supermarket loads under different64

operating conditions. The four vapour ejectors with differentiated capacity in binary order were designed and65

integrated with the module to dynamically utilise the multi-ejector module with an optimal efficiency for different66

conditions. The authors stated that the system performance improvement for ejector efficiency was up to 30%67

together with the overall compressor efficiency approximately at the optimal value. According to Haida et al.68

[14], the experimental investigation of the R744 multi-ejector refrigeration system confirmed the maximum COP69

improvement of that system by up to 7% compared to the R744 refrigeration system with the parallel compression70

of the flash gas.71

Apart from the supermarket applications, the R744 ejector-based vapour compression unit was investigated72

as a hybrid ejector CO2 compression cooling system for vehicles [15]. The authors performed thermodynamic73

simulations based on the one-dimensional ejector model presented by Eames et al. [16]. In addition to the simu-74

lation performance, a preliminary experimental investigation was conducted. Chen et al. [15] concluded that the75

COP of the hybrid ejector CO2 cooling system improved to approximately 45% compared to the single CO2 vapour76

compression system and the discrepancies of COP given by the simulations were within ±15% when compared77

to the experimental data. Moreover, the COP improvement of the system equipped with the ejector was reported78

for supercritical CO2 Brayton cycles in [17]. The proposed system equipped with the ejector-expansion device was79

compared to the conventional supercritical CO2 Brayton cycle. The authors stated that the R744 ejector-based sys-80

tem was able to achieve higher thermal efficiency than the referenced steam Rankine cycles at certain operating81

conditions.82

Each mentioned thermodynamic simulation was based on the mathematical component model used in this83

study to simplify the more complex phenomena of the energy efficiency evaluation for each refrigeration com-84

ponent. Therefore, the Kornhauser zero-dimensional homogeneous equilibrium model of the ejector was mostly85

used in the thermodynamic analysis [18]. The foregoing model assumed constant fluid properties, as well as mix-86

ing pressure below the evaporation pressure throughout the mixing section, negligible kinetic energy influence87
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outside of the ejector, and constant nozzle and diffuser efficiencies to evaluate deviation from the adiabatic re-88

versible processes. Elbel et al. [19] stated that for CO2 two-phase ejector the assumed efficiencies were 0.8 for89

both nozzles and 0.75 for the diffuser in the R744 ejector-based refrigeration system simulations. The assumption90

of constant efficiency for ejector components is a principal drawback of the Kornhauser ejector model due to a91

strong dependency of the efficiency values on the operating conditions [20]. Liu and Groll [21] proposed empirical92

correlations of the nozzle efficiency and mixing sections to perform the simulations of the R744 ejector-based re-93

frigeration system for different operating conditions and ejector geometry. The authors stated that the accuracy of94

predicted COP and the cooling capacity of the R744 ejector-based air-conditioning system for the various ejector95

geometries and operating conditions were within ±8% and ± 12%, respectively. Richter [22] proposed an object-96

oriented equation-based model of the ejector to perform the transient simulations of the refrigeration system.97

The author computed the mass flow rate through the nozzle by use of the Bernoulli equation for single-phase flow98

and the constant value of the effective area was assumed. The simulated ejector efficiency discrepancy was within99

±30% compared to the experimental results of the prototype R744 ejector at transcritical operating conditions.100

Therefore, the more complex numerical model of the ejector should be implemented in the dynamic simulation101

model. The primary aim of the foregoing implementation was to ensure the ejector mapping for the dynamic102

change of the ambient temperature and the cooling demand with the high accuracy of the ejector model results.103

The numerical approach enabled the evaluation of the ejector performance at proper operating conditions,104

although the implementation of each CFD model in the dynamic simulations is impossible due to the computa-105

tion time for a single operating point. Hence, the idea of building a fast approximate model, that would replace106

the complex CFD model of the ejector, arises in a natural way. Such a reduced order, yet accurate, model would107

allow implementation in the dynamic system simulations, while keeping high accuracy in a wide range of oper-108

ating conditions. One of the solutions is to use the reduced-order model (ROM) based on the proper orthogonal109

decomposition (POD) approximation basis. The most important advantage of such a choice for the approxima-110

tion base is its optimality, i.e., there is no other approximation base with smaller error. Due to this property, the111

ROM constructed using the full CFD model of two-phase flow is characterised by very high accuracy, while the112

computational time is decreased significantly.113

The investigation of the two-phase flow dynamics inside the converging-diverging nozzle using a robust POD114

method was performed by Danlos et al. [23]. In that work, the POD method was used to identify the cavitation115

regimes by the sequences of the sheet cavity images. Moreover, the authors concluded that POD enabled the in-116

vestigation of the groove effects of the cavity. Brenner et al. [24] presented the implementation and the derivation117

of the POD-ROM for non-isothermal multiphase flow. The ROM was developed on the two-dimensional CFD118

model of the non-isothermal fluidised bed. The authors stated that the results given by the POD-ROM were iden-119

tical to the CFD model results. To make the ROM a continuous function of the input parameters used to generate120

the snapshot and to minimise the number of numerical simulations, the radial basis function (RBF) interpola-121

tion method was implemented to the POD-ROM [25]. The RBF interpolation technique was successfully applied122

in many applications, e.g., in the multiphase flow investigations as an RBF neural network [26, 27]. The POD-123

RBF approach was used to solve the inverse heat transfer problems in [28] and as the approximation of radiative124

properties of the gas mixtures [29].125

The implementation of the ejector ROM in the dynamic simulation of the R744 refrigeration system led to the126

analysis of the influence of the designed ejector on the system performance at various operating conditions and127

cooling capacity. To the best knowledge of the authors, an ROM has not been applied to the R744 refrigeration128

system so far. Therefore, the primary aim of the presented paper is to build a lower order, but accurate, model of129

the CO2 two-phase ejector based on the complex CFD model of the two-phase ejector.130

The numerical analysis of the R744 ejector led to the investigation of the local flow phenomena inside the two-131

phase ejector, which can be used to either evaluate the performance of the existing ejector or design the ejector132

under specified operating conditions [20]. The numerical model of the R744 ejector used to generate the pro-133

posed ROM is a three-dimensional CFD model of the R744 transcritical ejector with a homogeneous equilibrium134

flow assumption developed by Smolka et al. [30]. The authors implemented an enthalpy-based form and real fluid135

properties from the REFPROP libraries [31], as a substitution for the temperature-based energy equation for sim-136

ulating carbon dioxide transonic flow inside the two-phase ejector. The accuracy of the foregoing homogenous137

equilibrium model (HEM) was investigated by Palacz et al. [32] for typical supermarket operating conditions. The138

acceptable accuracy of the HEM results for the R744 two-phase ejector was for near or above the critical point.139
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The CFD model of the two-phase ejector with the HEM assumption is presented in Section 2. The POD model140

was built based on the Karhunen-Loève transformation for mapping the transcritical and close to critical point141

operating regimes of the motive fluid for which the numerical model results obtained high mass flow rate accuracy142

[32]. The detailed description of the ROM approach can be found in Section 3. The validation of the truncated143

POD-RBF model was performed for numerical results and the experimental data of the investigated ejector. The144

validation procedure is described in Section 4 and the results followed by the discussion are in Section 5. The145

study’s conclusions are presented in Section 6.146

2. Numerical Model147

The detailed description of the numerical model and the computational procedure is presented in this section.148

First, the mathematical formula of the HEM is described in Section 2.1. Moreover, the computational procedure149

of the numerical model as well as the ejector geometry, mesh quality, turbulence model and thermodynamic150

properties are presented in Section 2.2.151

2.1. HEM approach152

The main assumption of the HEM is the equilibrium state between the liquid phase and the vapour phase of153

the two-phase flow. Therefore, the local quantities of pressure, temperature and velocity are the same for both154

phases, and the thermal non-equilibrium effects are omitted. The homogeneous equilibrium flow assumption155

simplifies the numerical model to the mass, momentum and energy governing equations of the equilibrium mix-156

ture. In addition, steady-state computations were performed for each operating condition; therefore, all of the157

time derivatives in the governing equations were omitted. The mass balance is described as follows:158

∇· (ρU
)= 0 (1)

where ρ is the fluid density in kg/m3, t is the time in second and U is the fluid velocity vector in m/s. The159

momentum balance is defined by the following equation:160

∇· (ρUU
)=−∇p +∇·τ (2)

where p is the pressure of the mixture fluid in Pa and τ is the stress tensor in N/m2. According to Smolka et al.161

[30], the temperature-based form of the energy equation can be replaced by the enthalpy-based form. Hence, the162

energy balance can be defined as follows:163

∇· (ρUE
)=∇·

(
k
∂h
∂T

)
p

∇h −
(

k
∂h
∂T

)
p

(
∂h

∂p

)
T
∇p +τ ·U

 (3)

where T is the mixture temperature in K, k is the thermal conductivity in W/(m2·K) and E is the total specific164

enthalpy defined as a sum of the specific mixture enthalpy and the kinetic energy:165

E = h + U 2

2
(4)

where h is the mixture specific enthalpy in J/(kg·K). The enthalpy-based form of the energy equation and the166

homogeneous equilibrium model assumption allow one to define fluid properties as a function of the equilibrium167

mixture pressure and specific enthalpy:168 {
ρ,µ,k,cp

}= f
(
p,h

)
(5)

where µ is the dynamic viscosity in Pa·s and cp is the specific heat in J/(kg·K). Finally, the mathematical model169

of the two-phase flow was defined and the HEM was implemented to the discretised domain of the R744 two-170

phase ejector to perform the numerical computations at specified operating conditions.171
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Figure 1: Geometry assembly of the R744 two-phase ejector.

2.2. Computational procedure172

The CFD simulations of the R744 two-phase ejector were performed based on the HEM mathematical for-173

mulation in Ansys Fluent commercial software [30]. The ejectorPL platform was used to automate throughout174

the simulation process by generating the numerical grid in an Ansys ICEM CFD mesh generator, performing the175

numerical computations and processing the resulting data in the solver Ansys Fluent. Moreover, the ejectorPL con-176

trolled and combined geometric input data together with the mesh generation and the post-processing prepared177

to generate the ROM.178

The R744 two-phase ejector geometric assembly together with the primary ejector components is shown in179

Fig. 1. It can be seen that the ejector consists of the converging-diverging motive nozzle, a converging suction180

nozzle, a pre-mixer with varying cross-section, a mixer with fixed cross-section and a diffuser. The designed fixed181

ejector was installed in the multi-ejector module that was experimentally validated and mapped by Banasiak et182

al. [13]. The multi-ejector module was equipped with four R744 vapour fixed ejectors of different ejector capacity183

changed in a binary order (1:2:4:8) to obtain high-efficiency expansion performance for different cooling demands184

and ambient conditions. The dimensions of the investigated ejector are presented in Table 1.185

According to the ejector shape presented in Fig. 1, the numerical model was defined as the two-dimensional186

axisymmetric CFD model, which significantly reduced the size of the numerical grid. Hence, the mesh was gener-187

ated by approximately 20,000 hexahedral elements. Moreover, the minimum orthogonal quality was 0.9, confirm-188

ing the negligible influence of element shape on the results. The wall roughness was set to 2 µm according to the189

ejectors manufacturers [33]. The ejector mesh independence study was provided in the previous studies where190

the discretisation process was also presented [30, 34].191

Apart from the generated mesh and the HEM mathematical model, the set of boundary conditions on the192

boundary mesh surfaces and the discretisation scheme are required to perform the numerical computations.193

Hence, the pressure and the temperature boundary values were selected for the motive and suction inlets and194

the pressure was selected for the ejector outlet. The set of the boundary conditions to perform the CFD simula-195

tion was described in Section 4.1. The partial differential equations of the mathematical model were solved based196

on the PRESTO scheme for pressure discretisation and the second-order upwind scheme for the other variables197

considered in the HEM. The coupled method was employed for the coupling of pressure and velocity.198

The R744 two-phase flow behaviour was modelled using the realisable K −ε turbulence model. The foregoing199

two-equation turbulence model applied in the HEM for CO2 two-phase ejector was tested by Smolka et al. [30]200
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Table 1: The main geometry parameters of the R744 two-phase ejector installed in the multi-ejector module [13].

Parameter name Unit Dimension

Motive nozzle inlet diameter 10−3 m 3.80

Motive nozzle throat diameter 10−3 m 1.00

Motive nozzle outlet diameter 10−3 m 1.12

Motive nozzle converging angle ◦ 30.00

Motive nozzle diverging angle ◦ 2.00

Diffuser outlet diameter 10−3 m 7.30

Diffuser angle ◦ 5.00

with succesful results. Moreover, this turbulence model was also used to define application range of HEM for201

R744 two-phase ejector in the work of Palacz et al. [32]. In that paper, the validation procedure was performed202

to define the mass flow rate discrepancies of both nozzles in the subcritical and transcritical regimes under the203

operating conditions typical for supermarket application. The satisfactory accuracy of ±10% for the motive nozzle204

and suction nozzle mass flow rates was obtained.205

According to the HEM assumption and enthalpy-based energy equation, the real fluid properties were defined206

as a function of pressure and specific enthalpy. Therefore, the REFPROP libraries were implemented in the Fluent207

solver [31]. The use of the mentioned thermodynamic libraries allowed one to define the real fluid properties of208

the CO2 flow in the two-phase region inside the ejector.209

Finally, the solution of the prepared model converged when the mass imbalance of the inlet and outlet mass210

flow rates was very low, and each mass flow rate was stabilised in the boundary region. The entire computational211

time for a single operating point was approximately 30 minutes for the test case using two-node parallel processes.212

After the computation, contour plots and ejector performance data for both variables were exported. Moreover,213

the set of each variable for the whole domain was exported to the dataset file that was implemented in the POD214

model as a set of snapshots for each investigated operating point.215

3. Reduced-order Model216

The mathematical formulation of POD-RBF-ROM is presented in the following section. At first, the descrip-217

tion of the POD-RBF model together with the implementation of the CFD results was given in Section 3.1. The218

proposed POD approximation basis was built using the Karhunen-Loève transformation approach employing219

Sirovich snapshot technique [35]. The RBF interpolation mathematical formula and integration with the POD220

model was described in Section 3.2.221

3.1. Proper orthogonal decomposition model222

The POD approach to constructing the optimal approximation base is built on the set of N sampled values223

of the two-phase flow parameters inside the ejector stored in a single vector called the snapshot [25]. Hence,224

the snapshot rectangular matrix U is generated for M snapshot vectors related to the number of the operating225

points (being the input parameters used to generate the snapshots). Snapshot vectors related to the number of226

operating points (being the input parameters used to generate the snapshots). The aim of the POD model is to227

define the orthogonal matrixΦ by reconstructing the basis snapshot matrix U based on the linear combination of228

the snapshots:229

Φ= U ·V (6)

where V is the modal matrix defined in the following eigenvalue problem as a nontrivial solution:230
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C ·V =Λ ·V (7)

where Λ is the diagonal matrix and C is the positive covariance matrix. The covariance matrix can be defined231

as follows:232

C = UT ·U (8)

where UT is a transpose snapshots matrix. In this situation, when the covariance matrix is known, the POD233

basis can be computed directly by solving an eigenvalue problem:234

C ·φi =λi ·φi (9)

where φi is the orthogonal POD basis vector and λi is the eigenvalues stored by the diagonal matrix Λ. In the235

Karhunen-Loève transformation technique, the real and positive eigenvalues should be sorted in a descending236

order. The snapshots are strongly correlated with each other when the eigenvalues decrease rapidly due to in-237

crease of the mode number. Therefore, the POD model is able to use only part of the POD modes to obtain a high238

accuracy approximation. The truncated POD model Φ̄ considers K < N elements for M operating points, which239

decreases the orthogonal matrix Φ̄ size.240

Φ̄= U · V̄ (10)

where V̄ is the truncated modal matrix with first K eigenvectors of covariance matrix C. The truncated POD241

basis is orthogonal and achieves optimal approximation properties. Moreover, there is no other approximation242

base having the same accuracy within a given approximation order. The snapshot reconstruction based on the243

truncated approximation formula needs to be done depending on additional parameters used in the snapshot244

generation. Hence, an arbitrary snapshot can be defined as follows:245

u j ≈
K∑

k=1
Φ̄kα

j
k (11)

where u j is the vector of the arbitrary snapshot, Φ̄k is the k-element of the truncated orthogonal basis and α
j
k246

is the unknown coefficient vector related to the parameters used to create the snapshots. The foregoing approx-247

imation is valid only for snapshots used to build the POD basis. In the situation where the two-phase ejector is248

utilised in a wide range of the motive nozzle, suction nozzle and outlet operating conditions, the POD model re-249

quires an additional interpolation procedure to evaluate the ejector behaviour out of the operating points chosen250

in the course of POD basis construction.251

3.2. Radial basis function interpolation252

Based on the arbitrary snapshot equation presented in Eq. (11), the snapshot matrix U can be defined as a253

linear combination of the truncated POD vectors:254

U = Φ̄ · ᾱ (12)

where ᾱ is the unknown constant coefficients matrix, which can be computed as the transpose matrix of the255

orthogonal truncated POD basisΦT multiplied by the snapshot matrix:256

ᾱ= Φ̄T ·U (13)

In proposed ROM, the unknown coefficients matrix ᾱ was defined as a non-linear function of the input pa-257

rameters. Therefore, the foregoing coefficients matrix can be defined as follows:258

ᾱ= B ·F (14)

where B is the matrix of the unknown coefficients of the selected combination and F is the matrix of the in-259

terpolation functions fi
(
k −k i

)
for the set of k parameters identical to the values used to build the subsequent260
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snapshots. The radial basis interpolation functions were applied for the presented ROM as the RBF interpolation261

is mostly used for multidimensional approximation. In this study, the inverse multi-quadric radial function was262

employed due to the successfully implementation into the POD model in the literature [25, 36]. The mentioned263

interpolation function for i th step is defined as follows:264

fi

(
|k −k i |

)
= 1√(|k −k i |)2 + r 2

(15)

where |k−k i | is the distance between the current set of the parameters k and the reference set of the parameters265

k i , r is the smoothing factor. Considering the foregoing definition of the i th interpolation function, the matrix F266

takes the following form:267

F =



f1
(|k1 −k1|) · · · f1

(|k j −k1|) · · · f1
(|kM −k1|)

...
...

...
fi

(|k1 −k j |) · · · fi
(|k j −k j |) · · · fi

(|kM −k j |)
...

...
...

fM
(|k1 −kM |) · · · fM

(|k j −kM |) · · · fM
(|kM −kM |)

 (16)

After the generation of the F matrix, the matrix B defined in Eq. (14) can be computed by use of the singular268

value decomposition technique [36]. Finally, the snapshot generation by use of the arbitrary parameter set k can269

be defined by the following equation:270

ua (k) ≈ Φ̄Bfa
(k) (17)

where ua (k) is the calculated snapshot based on the arbitrary parameter set k and fa (k) stands for column271

vector of interpolation functions defined in Eq. (15). The implementation of RBF into the POD model reduces272

the dimensionality of ROM to the number of unknown parameters k. The unknown parameters are defined as273

the boundary conditions of the CO2 two-phase ejector. Therefore, the operating regimes selected to build the274

POD-RBF model as well as operating points between the POD-RBF model training points used for the validation275

procedure need to be defined.276

4. Reduced-order Model Generation and Validation Procedure277

The POD-RBF-ROM of the CO2 two-phase ejector was built on the numerical results defined as a set of snap-278

shots at selected operating points. Each snapshot contained the set of the local two-phase flow parameters for the279

ejector domain given by the CFD post-processing in the ejectorPL platform. In this paper, the POD-RBF approach280

was presented for single R744 two-phase ejector. ROM of the different ejectors can be generated individually for281

each ejector geometry configuration. Therefore, the results of each single ejector CFD model need to be used to282

generate ROM of the selected two-phase ejector at defined operating regime. The operating conditions, used to283

generate the POD base points, are presented in Section 4.1. The selection of the proper variables to generate the284

snapshots is described in Section 4.2. Finally, the numerical and the ROM experimental validation procedure is285

presented in Section 4.3.286

4.1. Operating conditions of the reduced-order model287

The defined operating conditions allow one to generate the POD basis model on the numerical results of the288

R744 ejector. Therefore, the selection of the two-phase flow parameters to generate a snapshot matrix needs to be289

performed at the specified operating conditions. Fig. 2 presents the motive nozzle operating points on the CO2290

pressure-specific enthalpy diagram selected to build the POD model of the two-phase ejector based on the CFD291

results. The operating points were defined for three constant motive nozzle temperatures of 25◦C, 30◦C and 35◦C.292

Moreover, the pressure difference between the selected CFD points was set to 1 bar in the range from 70 to 100293

bar based on the authors simulation and experimental investigation. The selected CFD operating points sampling294
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Figure 2: CO2 pressure-specific enthalpy diagram with the motive nozzle operating points selected to generate the POD basis.

of 1 bar for 35◦C was defined in the range from approximately 80 to 100 bar to cover the motive nozzle operating295

regime close to and above the critical point for which the HEM obtained high-accuracy CFD results.296

All of the motive nozzle operating conditions presented in Fig. 2 were used to generate the POD model in297

combination with different suction nozzles and outlet operating conditions. Hence, the set of the selected suction298

nozzles and outlet conditions was presented in Table 2. The suction nozzle operating conditions were selected299

for two pressure levels, and the suction nozzle temperature was either at the vapour saturation state or with the300

assumed superheat of 15 K. In addition, the pressure difference between the ejector outlet and the suction nozzle301

(denoted as the pressure lift) was defined as 2 and 8 bars to obtain different ejector performance and entrainment302

possibilities for the motive stream. Therefore, each selected motive nozzle operating point was combined with303

four suction nozzle operating points at two different pressure lifts. The total number of the CFD ejector calcula-304

tions used to generate the POD model was 630.305

4.2. Snapshot processing306

After the numerical calculations, all the CFD results of the selected operating points were exported as a snap-307

shot vector. The size of the single snapshot depended on the number of variables taken into the consideration in308

the ROM. In the proposed model, the following two-phase flow parameters were used to generate the snapshot309

vector:310

• Pressure311

• Specific enthalpy312

• Density313

• Axial velocity314
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Table 2: The set of the suction nozzle and outlet operating conditions selected to generate the CFD-based POD model in combination with all
motive nozzle operating points presented in Fig. 2.

No.
Suction nozzle Outlet

Pressure [bar] Temperature [◦C] Pressure [bar]

OC_#1 28.00 -8.03 30.00

OC_#2 28.00 6.97 30.00

OC_#3 28.00 -8.03 36.00

OC_#4 28.00 6.97 36.00

OC_#5 32.00 -3.19 34.00

OC_#6 32.00 11.81 34.00

OC_#7 32.00 -3.19 40.00

OC_#8 32.00 11.81 40.00

• Radial velocity315

The foregoing parameters enable the evaluation of the CO2 two-phase flow behaviour inside the investigated316

ejector. However, there are some possibilities for reducing the snapshot size and maintaining model accuracy.317

Based on the HEM assumption that the fluid properties can be calculated as a function of pressure and enthalpy318

given by the REFPROP libraries [31], the snapshot can be built on the pressure, specific enthalpy and velocity from319

the CFD results and the local density can be given by the foregoing libraries.320

Moreover, the CFD results can be imported to the ROM either as a full ejector two-phase flow field, or as321

results obtained in the motive nozzle and the suction nozzle inlets. This reduction of the numerical results limited322

the mass flow rate calculations for each nozzle, which are the main output of the ROM for evaluating the energy323

performance of the R744 ejector-based refrigeration system in the dynamic simulations. For snapshots generated324

from the nozzle inlet CFD results, the ROM was able to take into account only the axial and radial velocity as the325

other parameters were defined by the operating conditions. Moreover, the snapshot can be generated only on the326

inlet nozzle and suction nozzle mass flow rates given by the CFD results.327

The mentioned possibilities for generating the snapshots together with the total number of values in the single328

snapshot are presented in Table 3. The snapshot was generated in six combinations, depending on the parameter329

assumptions and investigated flow field. It can be seen that the total number of values considered in the snapshot330

significantly decreased by changing the investigated flow field area throughout the ejector field (Full in Table 3)331

into the inlet boundary fields (Bound. in Table 3). The six variants are defined in the following order:332

• Variant #1 - considered pressure, specific enthalpy, density, and velocity fields given by the CFD results and333

the two-phase flow sampling was performed in the entire ejector CFD computational domain.334

• Variant #2 - as in Variant #1, but the density field was excluded from the snapshot definition.335

• Variant #3 - as in Variant #1, but the field values within the ejector are replaced with those on the inlet336

boundaries.337

• Variant #4 - as in Variant #1, but the density field is excluded from the snapshot definition and the field338

values within the ejector are replaced with those on the inlet boundaries.339

• Variant #5 - as in Variant #1, but the pressure, specific enthalpy, and density fields are excluded from the340

snapshot definition and the field values within the ejector are replaced with those on the inlet boundaries.341

• Variant #6 - considered mass flow rates given by the CFD results from the inlet boundaries.342
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Table 3: The set of the snapshot generation combinations based on the CFD results.

Snapshot
Pressure

Specific
Density

Axial Radial Flow field Number of values
variant enthalpy velocity velocity area per snapshot

#1 CFD CFD CFD CFD CFD Full 96,960

#2 CFD CFD - CFD CFD Full 58,176

#3 CFD CFD CFD CFD CFD Bound. 135

#4 CFD CFD - CFD CFD Bound. 108

#5 - - - CFD CFD Bound. 54

#6 Motive nozzle and suction nozzle mass flow rates Bound. 2

The comparison of the snapshot generation combinations presented in Table 3 allowed one to find the best343

solution of the ROM in terms of the mass flow rate accuracy and computational time. Therefore, the validation344

procedure was performed to evaluate the ROM accuracy compared to the numerical results and the experimental345

data from the R744 vapour compression test rig equipped with the multi-ejector module given by SINTEF En-346

ergy Research in Trondheim, Norway. The multi-ejector module was developed in cooperation with the research347

institute SINTEF, academic university SUT and industrial partners DANFOSS and ENEX [37, 38].348

4.3. Validation procedure349

In the two-phase ejector the accuracy of the ROM results can be calculated as the relative error of the mass flow350

rates compared to either the numerical results or experimental data. The mass flow rate discrepancy was defined351

as follows:352

δi = 1− ṁi ,ROM

ṁi ,REF
(18)

where ṁ is the mass flow rate in kg/s, i is defined either motive nozzle or suction nozzle mass flow rate discrep-353

ancy, ROM is defined the mass flow rate obtained by ROM and REF is defined either CFD results or experimental354

data.355

The validation procedure of the R744 two-phase ejector ROM was performed in the three following steps:356

1. The POD-RBF-ROM approximation basis validation - the numerical results were compared to the results357

obtained from the POD-RBF model at the operating conditions selected to build ROM.358

2. The POD-RBF-ROM validation based on the numerical results at the operating conditions chosen to fit areas359

that are not covered in the course of the snapshot generation.360

3. The POD-RBF-ROM validation based on the experimental data at the operating conditions chosen to fit361

areas that are not covered in the course of the snapshot generation.362

The POD basis validation was performed to confirm that the reduction of the CFD model into the POD model363

achieved high accuracy. Therefore, the operating conditions selected to build the POD model presented in Fig. 2364

were used for the POD basis validation.365

Fig. 3 presents the motive nozzle operating points selected to validate the ROM results compared to the nu-366

merical results. In addition, the POD operating points are shown. The investigated points were chosen to evaluate367

the ROM accuracy either for different pressure at similar temperature, or for similar pressure at different temper-368

ature, or both different pressure and temperature than the POD points. Moreover, the motive nozzle operating369

points were selected at an additional three constant temperatures of 27◦C, 29◦C, and 33◦C to evaluate the ROM370

accuracy for both the systematic and random samples of the operating points.371

In the numerically based validation procedure, the single suction nozzle and outlet conditions were defined to372

evaluate the accuracy of the ROM results between the operating points selected to build the POD model. Hence,373

the suction nozzle operating conditions and the pressure lift were defined as follows:374
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• The suction nozzle pressure was 30 bar,375

• The suction nozzle temperature was -2.65◦C,376

• The outlet pressure was 35 bar.377

Figure 3: CO2 pressure-specific enthalpy diagram with the motive nozzle operating points selected to the CFD-based validation procedure
together with the POD operating points.

The motive nozzle operating points of the experimentally based validation procedure are shown on the pressure-378

specific enthalpy diagram in Fig. 4. Apart from the experimental operating points, the POD operating points are379

presented in this figure. Similar to the numerically based validation procedure, the investigated points were se-380

lected to evaluate the mass flow rate discrepancy of the ROM for the operating points that are chosen in between381

the training points. The experimental points were defined in three groups related to the pressure lift. Therefore,382

the experimental results with the pressure lift in the range of 2 to 4 bars was denoted as Low P lift in Fig. 4. For383

the pressure lift in the range from 4 bar to 6 bar, the experimental results were named as Medium P lift. Finally, the384

experimental points in the range from 6 bar to 8 bar were denoted as High P lift allowing one to fully evaluate the385

ROM accuracy between the operating conditions used to build the POD-RBF basis. Each combination of different386

pressure lifts with the motive nozzle conditions covered the operating regimes of the ejector.387

Fig. 5 presented the suction nozzle operating points in terms of different suction nozzle superheat and dif-388

ferent pressure levels selected to perform the experimentally based ROM validation. Similar to the motive nozzle389

points presented in Fig. 4, each suction operating point is defined by three pressure lift values. The suction pres-390

sure level was set in the range from approximately 28 bar to over 32 bar related to the operating points selected391

to build the POD basis. The suction nozzle temperature is defined by the superheat in the range from 2 K to 12 K.392

Although most operating points were set with the suction nozzle superheat in the range from 8 K to 12 K.393

Finally, the validation process of the ROM was defined to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed ROM. The394

motive nozzle and the suction nozzle discrepancies of each ROM result with different snapshot structures were395

compared to either the numerical results or experimental data. In addition, the numerically based validation396

allowed one to evaluate the accuracy of the ROM flow field results inside the R744 two-phase ejector.397
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Figure 4: CO2 pressure-specific enthalpy diagram with the motive nozzle operating points selected to the experimental-based validation
procedure together with the POD operating points.

5. Results and discussion398

All the obtained POD-RBF-ROM results are discussed in Section 5. In Section 5.1, the POD-RBF model vali-399

dation is presented for each snapshot structure defined in Section 4.2. The results of the ROM numerical-based400

validation are shown in Section 5.2 and the ROM experimental-based validation results are presented in Section401

5.3. Finally, the comparison of the computational time of each numerical and ROMs is discussed in Section 5.4.402

5.1. The POD-RBF approximation basis validation403

The validation procedure let one define the proper choice of input data for generating the POD-RBF approx-404

imation basis and evaluating the quality of the ROM results at the selected operating points defined in Section405

4.1. The POD-RBF models Variant #1 and #2 were verified on the full flow field numerical results of the CO2 two-406

phase ejector and the mass flow rate discrepancies. The accuracy of the motive and suction nozzle mass flow rates407

obtained from each ROM was investigated and compared to the CFD results.408

Fig. 6 presents the R744 two-phase flow field of the absolute pressure, specific enthalpy and density inside409

the two-phase ejector given by the numerical model and Variant #1. The presented results were obtained for410

the motive nozzle pressure of 71 bars and a temperature of 25◦C. The suction nozzle together with the outlet411

conditions were defined as OC_#1 in Table 2. Variant #1 obtained similar pressure distribution in the motive nozzle412

and the suction nozzle compared to the CFD results. In the pre-mixing and the constant-area mixing section,413

Variant #1 reached the same pressure distribution as the numerical model. In addition, the same pressure level in414

the diffuser was obtained by the CFD model and Variant #1.415

Similar to the comparison of the absolute pressure results presented in Fig. 6(a), the similar local values of the416

R744 specific enthalpy were obtained in Variant #1 when compared to the CFD results in Fig. 6(b). The specific417

enthalpy of the motive stream decreased after the throat to approximately 250 kJ/kg in both models. The simi-418

lar results for absolute pressure and the specific enthalpy throughout the R744 two-phase ejector allowed one to419

obtain the comparable mass flow rates of both streams compared to the numerical results. Therefore, the flow420
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Figure 5: The suction nozzle operating points in terms of the suction nozzle superheat and pressure level for different pressure lift selected to
the experimental-based validation procedure.

conditions in both nozzles were achieved in Variant #1. Finally, the density field obtained in Variant #1 and pre-421

sented in Fig. 6(c) was similar to the CFD results for each ejector section. It can be seen that Variant #1 obtained422

the same density drop in the pre-mixer of approximately 100 kg/m3 when compared to the CFD model. There-423

fore, the Variant #1 results of the two-phase flow inside the R744 ejector reached the same results in both nozzles,424

the pre-mixing and mixing sections and the diffuser compared to the CFD results. Therefore, the foregoing ROM425

enabled a similar mass flow rate to be achieved for each nozzle as the numerical model at the specified operating426

points selected to build the basis of the ROM.427

Fig. 7 presents the R744 two-phase flow field results for the absolute pressure, specific enthalpy and density428

inside the two-phase ejector given by the numerical model and Variant #2. The results were obtained for the429

motive nozzle pressure of 90 bar and temperature of 30◦C. The suction nozzle together with the outlet conditions430

were defined as OC_#5 in Table 2. The results obtained by Variant #2 were similar to the CFD results. The absolute431

pressure field of Variant #2 was slightly different than the CFD absolute pressure field close to the tip wall above432

the motive nozzle outlet position. In the specific enthalpy field presented in Fig. 7(b), the CFD model produced433

a small decrease of the specific enthalpy value at the end of the mixer close to the axis position that was omitted434

by the Variant #2 model. Both the foregoing differences did not influence the density field results given by both435

models and the Variant #2 model achieved the same density of R744 throughout the two-phase ejector compared436

to the CFD results. Therefore, it can be summarised that Variant #2 achieved high accuracy results when compared437

to the CFD results inside the R744 two-phase ejector at the operating conditions selected to build the ROM.438

The motive nozzle mass flow rate accuracy for each ROM compared to the CFD results at the operating con-439

ditions is presented in Fig. 8. The motive nozzle mass flow rate obtained by the numerical model was compared440

for each ROM. Variants #1 and #2 indicated the same motive mass flow rate when compared to the CFD model. A441

similar high accuracy for the motive nozzle mass flow rate was obtained in Variants #3 and #4. The motive nozzle442

mass flow rates obtained by the Variants #5 and #6 ROMs were similar to the CFD results. Thereby each ROM443
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Figure 6: Results comparison between the CFD model (top) and Variant #1 (bottom) at the motive nozzle pressure of 71 bar and temperature
of 25◦C and the suction nozzle and outlet conditions denoted as # 5 in Table 2: (a) absolute pressure, (b) specific enthalpy and (c) density.
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Figure 7: Results comparison between the CFD model (top) and Variant #2 (bottom) at the motive nozzle pressure of 90 bar and temperature
of 30◦C and the suction nozzle and outlet conditions denoted as # 5 in Table 2: (a) absolute pressure, (b) specific enthalpy and (c) density.
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Figure 8: The motive nozzle mass flow rate given by ROM and the CFD model at the operating conditions presented in Fig. 2.

reached a negligible discrepancy for the motive nozzle mass flow rate at the operating points presented in Section444

4.1.445

Fig. 9 presents the suction nozzle mass flow rate accuracy for each ROM compared to the CFD results at the446

selected operating conditions. Similar to the motive nozzle mass flow rate results presented in Fig. 8, Variants #1447

and #2 reached a similar mass flow rate for the suction stream as obtained in the CFD model. Moreover, Variants448

#3, #4, #5 and #6 obtained very high accuracy within ±1% of the suction nozzle mass flow rate. Each investigated449

ROM obtained the same CO2 motive nozzle and suction nozzle mass flow rates compared to the numerical results.450

Hence, the POD-RBF approximation basis of each ROM correctly reproduces the numerical results of the R744451

two-phase ejector.452

The POD-RBF approximation basis validation confirmed that each ROM is characterised by high accuracy of453

the motive nozzle and the suction nozzle mass flow rates when compared to the CFD results. Moreover, Variants454

#1 and #2 reached the same results for the R744 two-phase flow parameters inside the two-phase ejector as the455

numerical model. Therefore, the validation procedure at the operating points defined in Sections 5.2 and 5.3456

allowed one to evaluate the accuracy of the RBF interpolation in each ROM.457
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Figure 9: The suction nozzle mass flow rate given by ROM and the CFD model at the operating conditions presented in Fig. 2.
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5.2. The POD-RBF-ROM numerical-based validation458

The operating conditions specified in Section 4.3 let one evaluate the accuracy of the proposed R744 two-phase459

ejector ROM between the base points. The two-phase flow field analysis and the mass flow rate discrepancy for460

each ejector nozzle obtained by the ROMs were compared to the CFD results.461

Fig. 10 presents the absolute pressure of the R744 two-phase flow inside the two-phase ejector. The results462

were obtained on the basis of both Variants #1 and #2. In this figure, the CFD results were also introduced to463

compare the pressure field inside the ejector with the ROM results. The motive nozzle pressure and temperature464

were set as follows: 99 bar and 30◦C in Fig. 10(a), 80 bar and 34.4◦C in 10(b), 71 bar and 21◦C in 10(c), respectively.465

The suction nozzle and the outlet operating conditions were set according to the operating points presented in466

Section 4.3. It can be seen in Fig. 10(a) that the pressure field for both ROMs was similar to the CFD results467

in the motive nozzle, suction nozzle, pre-mixer, and the ending part of the diffuser. In similar, the satisfactory468

prediction of the pressure distribution was obtained for Variants #1 and #2 in Fig. 10(b). The ROMs pressure469

field with small differences in the mentioned ejector sections let to predict the motive nozzle and suction nozzle470

mass flow rates comparable to the CFD model. In situation presented in Fig. 10(c), both ROMs overestimated471

the motive nozzle pressure field when compared to the CFD results due to the selected motive nozzle operating472

conditions outside of the defined ROM operating regime presented in Section 4.1. Hence, the ROM Variants #1473

and #2 for the foregoing operating conditions was not able to predict motive nozzle mass flow rate in similar way474

to the CFD model regarding to the pressure differences in the motive nozzle. The presented results show that ROM475

can be applied only within the defined operating regime to predict the two-phase flow fields with the satisfactory476

accuracy.477

The motive nozzle mass flow rate accuracy for each ROM compared to the CFD results at the operating con-478

ditions presented in Fig. 3 is shown in Fig. 11. It can be seen that each ROM obtained a notably low discrepancy479

of the motive nozzle mass flow rate for most of the investigated operating points. An accuracy for Variants #3 and480

#4 within ±10% was reached for the motive nozzle mass flow rate above 0.035 kg/s. For the CFD mass flow rate481

below 0.035 kg/s, the accuracy of mentioned ROMs was over 10% and mass flow rate was overestimated. The ac-482

curacy of Variant #5 was within ±10% above 0.03 kg/s. The motive mass flow rate accuracy of Variant #6 was within483

±10% mass flow rate above 0.035 kg/s and below 0.035 kg/s Variant #6 overestimated of approximately 0.005 kg/s484

compared to the CFD model. It can be seen that each ROM overestimated the motive nozzle mass flow rate below485

approximately 0.045 kg/s and underestimated it above 0.045 kg/s. The satisfactory prediction of each ROM in the486

range from 0.035 kg/s to 0.06 kg/s confirmed that the POD-RBF approach keep the CFD model accuracy in the487

majority of the points located within the defined operating regime. The ROMs discrepancy above 10% for the mo-488

tive nozzle mass flow rate below 0.035 kg/s resulted from the localisation of the operating conditions close to the489

critical point and outside the defined operating regime. Based on the results presented in Fig. 11 the best accuracy490

was obtained by Variant #5.491

Fig. 12 presents the comparison of the suction nozzle mass flow rate given by the CFD results and the proposed492

ROMs. Similar to the results presented in Fig. 11, the ROM suction nozzle mass flow rate accuracy was performed493

at the operating conditions presented in Section 4.3. The discrepancy of the suction nozzle mass flow rate reached494

by ROMs was within ±10% in the range from approximately 0.014 kg/s to 0.019 kg/s. The suction mass flow rate495

overestimation of Variant #3 above 10% was below 0.014 kg/s. In addition, Variant #3 underestimated the suction496

mass flow rate above 0.019 kg/s with an accuracy of below -10%. The accuracy of Variants #4, #5 and #6 was497

similar to Variant #3 below 0.014 kg/s. Moreover, the mentioned ROMs underestimated the mass flow rate of the498

suction stream compared to the numerical model for the CFD suction mass flow rate over approximately 0.018499

kg/s. The highest discrepancy of the suction mas flow rate of approximately -15% was obtained for Variants #3,500

#4, and #6 for the suction mass flow rate of approximately 0.021 kg/s, and Variant #5 for the mass flow rate of501

approximately 0.011 kg/s. However, Variant #5 obtained the best accuracy for the suction mass flow rates above502

0.018 kg/s. It can be seen that the suction nozzle mass flow rate was more sensitive parameter than the motive503

nozzle mass flow rate as the result of the RBF interpolation possibilities and the selected suction nozzle and outlet504

operating condition. However, the satisfactory discrepancy was obtained for most of the validated points. The505

high accuracy of each ROM case confirmed that the selected operating conditions for both nozzles and the outlet506

conditions for generating the POD-RBF approximation basis let one perform the calculation between the selected507

operating points with a low discrepancy for the suction nozzle mass flow rate.508
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The numerically based validation allowed one to evaluate each ROM accuracy at the operating points required509

by the RBF interpolation. The low POD-RBF-ROM discrepancies of the motive nozzle and the suction nozzle mass510

flow rates were reached due to the high number of the POD-RBF approximation basis generation points and the511

high accuracy RBF interpolation at the operating conditions selected for the foregoing validation procedure. The512

best accuracy for the motive and suction nozzle mass flow rates was obtained by Variant #5.513
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Figure 10: The absolute pressure of the R744 two-phase flow inside the ejector given by CFD results, Variant #1 and Variant #2 at the motive
nozzle parameters: (a) pressure of 99 bar, temperature of 30◦C; (b) pressure of 80 bar, temperature of 34.4◦C; (c) pressure of 71 bar, temperature
of 21◦C. The suction nozzle together with the outlet conditions presented in Section 4.3.
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Figure 11: The motive nozzle mass flow rate given by ROM and the CFD model at the operating conditions presented in Fig. 3.
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Figure 12: The suction nozzle mass flow rate given by ROM and the CFD model at the operating conditions presented in Fig. 3.
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5.3. The POD-RBF-ROM experimental-based validation514

The validation of each ROM based on the CFD results confirmed the high accuracy of the calculated mass flow515

rates for both the R744 two-phase ejector nozzles. Therefore, the experimentally based validation was performed516

to evaluate the discrepancies of the motive and suction nozzle mass flow rates obtained by ROM compared to the517

experimental data of the R744 two-phase ejector.518

Fig. 13 presents the comparison of the motive nozzle mass flow rate given by the experimental data and each519

proposed ROM at the operating conditions presented in Fig. 4. It can be observed that the discrepancy of each520

ROM is within ±10% for nearly all investigated operating points. Variant #5 obtained slightly higher inaccuracy for521

high mass flow rate above approximately 0.054 kg/s. The motive nozzle mass flow rate for each ROM is underesti-522

mated for the mass flow rate over approximately 0.04 kg/s. The results given by Variants #3, #4 and #6 are within523

±10% for each operating point selected for the experimental-based validation. The motive nozzle mass flow rate524

accuracy for Variants #3 and #6 are slightly below -10% for the mass flow rate of approximately 0.0475 kg/s. Hence,525

each ROM reaches a high accuracy for the motive nozzle mass flow rate compared to the experimental data. In526

addition, the best accuracy was obtained in Variant #6 and the lowest accuracy was reached in Variant #5 because527

of high underestimation for higher values of the motive mass flow rate. The unsatisfactory discrepancy of ROM528

Variant #5 for the motive nozzle mass flow rate above 0.054 kg/s was reached as a result of the RBF interpolation529

possibilities to predict the value of the motive stream. However, the satisfactory prediction of the ROMs motive530

nozzle mass flow rate was obtained for the defined operating regime typical for supermarket applications.531

Figure 13: The motive nozzle mass flow rate given by ROM and the experimental data at the operating conditions presented in Fig. 4.
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Similar to the results presented in Fig. 13, the ROM suction nozzle mass flow rate accuracy of the experimen-532

tally based validation procedure is shown in Fig. 14. The validation investigation was performed according to the533

operating conditions presented in Fig. 5. The suction nozzle mass flow rate discrepancy of each ROM was within534

±10% for most investigated points. Moreover, the results obtained by each ROM were similar to each other. The535

highest discrepancy was obtained in Variant #5 for the suction nozzle mass flow rate of approximately 0.045 kg/s.536

This value means a mass flow rate underestimation by -100%. Hence, increasing of the POD-RBF approximation537

basis generated operating points with high pressure lift, as was required to improve the accuracy of the ROM re-538

sults for very low suction nozzle mass flow rate. In addition, Variant #5 reaches inaccuracy above 15% for most539

results above approximately 0.014 kg/s. The ROMs discrepancy of the suction nozzle mass flow rate above ±10%540

was reached due to the high number of the operating conditions for which the suction nozzle pressure was above541

32 bar or below 28 bar. Hence, the RBF interpolation was not able to predict the suction nozzle mass flow rate542

with satisfactory accuracy. Although, the ROMs accuracy of the suction nozzle was within ±15% for most of the543

investigated points, especially Variants #3, #4 and #6.544

The experimentally based validation shows the high accuracy of the boundary flow field ROM. The results545

obtained for Variants #3 and #4 reached a high accuracy for the motive nozzle and suction nozzle mass flow rates.546

In addition, Variant #6 obtained a similar low discrepancy at most experimentally based operating conditions547

letting one evaluate the R744 two-phase ejector at high accuracy with minimum size of the POD-RBF model.548

Based on the experimentally based validation, Variant #5 requires increasing the selected CFD operating points to549

build the POD-RBF approximation basis for improving the accuracy of the suction nozzle mass flow rate.550

Figure 14: The suction nozzle mass flow rate given by ROM and the experimental data at the operating conditions presented in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 15 presents the ROM Variant #6 motive nozzle and suction nozzle discrepancies under the operating551

conditions outside of the defined operating regime in Section 4.1. The ROM results were compared with the ex-552

perimental data. The motive nozzle and suction nozzle operating conditions were shown in Fig. 15a and Fig.553

15b, respectively. It can be seen that the motive nozzle temperature was either below 25◦C or above 35◦C and the554

suction nozzle superheat was above 8 K for each investigated operating point. Moreover, the pressure lift varied555

in the range from 4 bar to 8 bar. The ROM motive nozzle discrepancy was slightly above 0.1 for OC1 and OC2.556

Each mentioned operating point was outside the defined ROM operating regime and in the subcritical conditions,557

where the density of the subcooled liquid significantly increased during the decrease of the temperature. Hence,558

the ROM was not able to predict motive nozzle mass flow rate with the accuracy within 10%. However, the discrep-559

ancy of the motive nozzle mass flow rate for OC3 was approximately 0.08 as the temperature of the selected point560

was close to 25◦C. The suction nozzle mass flow rate was of approximately 0.05 for OC3 and above 0.1 for OC1 and561

OC2. In situation, where the motive nozzle temperature was above the defined ROM operating regime, the motive562

nozzle mass flow rate discrepancy was approximately -0.03 for OC4, OC5 and OC6. The increase of the tempera-563

ture in the transcritical conditions slightly decreased the motive nozzle mass flow rate, thereby ROM predicted the564

mass flow rate with high accuracy. However, the suction nozzle mass flow rate discrepancy for each mentioned565

operating point was above 0.1 as a result of the pressure lift and motive nozzle pressure influence on the entrain-566

ment possibility of the ejector. Therefore, ROM can be applied only within the defined operating regime to predict567

the motive nozzle and suction nozzle mass flow rates with acceptable accuracy.568

Figure 15: The ROM Variant #6 motive and suction nozzle mass flow rate discrepancy at the operating conditions outside the operating regime
defined in Section 4.1: (a) R744 pressure-specific enthalpy diagram together with the motive nozzle operating conditions; (b) Suction nozzle
operating conditions; (c) Mass flow rates discrepancies.

5.4. Computational time569

The validation procedures presented in Section 4.3, 5.2 and 5.3 let to evaluate the accuracy of each investigated570

ROM. Apart from the information about the accuracy of the ROM results, the analysis of the computational time571

let to define the benefits to use ROM in the dynamic simulation. Therefore, set of the computational time of each572
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model single case is presented in Table 4. It can be seen that the numerical model requires approximately thirty573

minutes to solve the single case of the R744 two-phase ejector. Variant #1 reduces significantly the computational574

time up to 11.61 s. The further reduction of the POD-RBF approximation basis let to compute the single case in575

approximately 2.00 s for Variant #2 and below 0.1 s for the boundary flow field ROMs. Variant #6 reaches the most576

reduction of the computational time up to 0.04 s. Therefore, ROM of the two-phase ejector can be implemented577

to the dynamic simulations of the refrigeration systems due to negligible influence on the computational time of578

the simulations.579

Table 4: The set of the single case computation time of each numerical R744 two-phase ejector model.

Investigated model Computational time

CFD model ≈ 1800 s

Variant #1 11.61 s

Variant #2 1.90 s

Variant #3 0.08 s

Variant #4 0.07 s

Variant #5 0.05 s

Variant #6 0.04 s

6. Conclusions580

The proposed ROM of the R744 two-phase ejector was developed and validated. The numerical model of581

the CO2 two-phase ejector based on the HEM fluid assumption was used to build the POD-RBF approximation582

basis for the ROM. The operating points were selected to achieve high accuracy CFD results for typical supermar-583

ket applications. The inverse multi-quadric radial interpolation function was employed to calculate the ejector584

performance between the operating points selected to build the POD-RBF approximation basis. In addition, the585

different snapshot generations were investigated to evaluate the best preparation of the ROM based on the val-586

idation procedures and time of the single case computation. The POD-RBF approximation basis with different587

snapshot sizes was validated at the selected POD generation operating points. The results of the POD-RBF-ROMs588

were compared with the numerical results and the experimental data. In addition, the computational time for589

each investigated model was analysed.590

The POD-RBF approximation validation confirmed the high accuracy of each ROM. The discrepancy of the591

motive nozzle mass flow rate was within ±10% for all investigated ROMs. Similar to the motive nozzle mass flow592

rate discrepancy, the ROM suction nozzle mass flow rate accuracy was within ±10% at each investigated operating593

point. The R744 two-phase flow field results obtained for Variant #1 were similar to the results given by the CFD594

model. In addition, Variant #1 reached similar pressure, specific enthalpy and density fields as the CFD results.595

Therefore, the reduction of the snapshot size by omission of the fluid density inside the two-phase ejector let one596

achieve the high accuracy of the flow field results and mass flow rates of both ejector nozzles.597

According to the flow field comparison between the CFD results and Variants #1 and #2 in the numerically598

based validation, the high discrepancy of the R744 flow field was obtained by both ROMs. Therefore, each fore-599

going ROM required increasing the number of the operating points to build the POD-RBF approximation basis600

for improving model accuracy. The rest of the ROMs obtained low discrepancy for the motive nozzle and suction601

nozzle mass flow rates within ±10% at most validated operating points compared to the numerical results. Hence,602

the selected RBF interpolation let one predict the proper mass flow rate for each R744 ejector nozzle within the603

POD-RBF approximation basis operating conditions.604

A high accuracy of the motive nozzle mass flow rate was reached by each ROM for the experimental-based605

validation. The reduction of the snapshot into the boundary velocity profile in Variant #5 increased the model606
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discrepancy for the high motive nozzle mass flow rate. However, the smallest Variant #6 established high accuracy607

similar to Variants #3 and #4. The same behaviour was obtained by Variant #6 for the suction nozzle mass flow rate608

experimentally based validation. Hence, the POD-RBF approximation basis generation based on the mass flow609

rates lets one evaluate the ejector performance at high accuracy at either the transcritical or subcritical operating610

conditions typical for supermarket applications.611

The computational time analysis confirmed that the developed ROM significantly reduced the time to com-612

pute a single case. In addition, the results of the motive nozzle and suction nozzle mass flow rates at the selected613

operating conditions were provided by Variant #6 below 0.05 s. Therefore, the implementation of the ROM in the614

simulation analysis of the R744 ejector-based refrigeration system let one immediately reach the results of the615

ejector performance for a single time step.616

The proposed ROM obtained high accuracy for most investigated points. However, the ROM can be improved617

by increasing the number of the CFD results implemented in the POD-RBF approximation basis as snapshots. In618

addition, the hybrid combination of the numerical model and the experimental data let one reach very high accu-619

racy for the ROM motive nozzle and suction nozzle mass flow rates at a considerably more extended operational620

envelope, maintaining notably low computational time.621
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